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DISCLAIMER

I just wanted to reiterate the sad truth that “everything I tell you is a lie” in that the whole point of this presentation is to showcase obscure but entirely true excerpts (perhaps a bit out of context) from the Star Wars Expanded Universe. I am not making this shit up. There is not enough booze in the world for this. Srsly.

I refuse to be held liable for any emotional trauma or scarring of childhood memories due to the viewing of the following presentation. Enjoy and May the Force be with you.
George Binks

- Jar Jar Binks’s father.
- Attempted to trick Jar Jar into drowning in order to get rid of him.
- Eventually driven to suicidal ideation due to his son’s incompetence.
- Unsuccessful suicide attempt.
Sith Lords: Fashion Trendsetters

DARTH BANE

- Founder of the “Rule of Two.”
- Set precedents for future Sith.
- Shown here modelling the “oMg mYsPaCe” look.
- Blue Steel.
Sith Lords: Fashion Trendsetters
ENIGMA: CRAZY HATS LAW
Bunnies.
Paratroopers.

Whatever he found turned out to be more than he could handle.

His distress signal was cut short.

So the Council called us in—H.O.P.E. Squad—

—High orbit precision entry, where speed and stealth are essential.

So the Council called us in—H.O.P.E. Squad—
WARU
Space blob from an alternate dimension
A Few Facts About Hutts

• Hutts live for over a thousand years.
• Hutts are hermaphrodites.
• A baby Hutt is called a “Huttlet.”
• When a Hutt wants to have a baby he becomes a woman to get pregnant, or rather, “with Huttlet.”
Beldorion the Hutt

"I may be a lazy old slug now, but I am Beldorion still!"
The Glove of Darth Vader

“\textit{It was obvious to Han that Luke was going to need a pilot and a spaceship to get him back to Yavin’s fourth moon. Han resigned himself that his sky house was going to have to wait. Friendship came first.}”

"\textit{...to my fellow grand moffs, and to the grand admirals, other officers, stormtroopers, bounty hunters, slavelords, and slaves, I bid you all Dark Greetings!}"
"My father, the Emperor, had many powers of the Dark Side. But without three eyes he could never achieve perfection."

"Is it so wrong to be a murderer? Or a liar? Or an inhuman monster? I may be all of those things, but I still have a heart."
Memorable Quotes

Then Chewbacca put on a chef's apron and took over the cooking, so Han could dance with Princess Leia. The band knew all of Han's favorite Corellian folk dances. Han even taught Leia how to do the Space Pirate Boogie!

"Neither the passengers aboard the Millennium Falcon nor those on the Zorba Express had any way of knowing that at that very moment a large Imperial spaceship was orbiting the planet Tatooine. It was the Moffship, the official space vehicle of the Imperial grand moffs - the Imperial governors of the outer regions of space. The grand moffs were holding a secret conference - a Mofference."
Whaladons, and their leader, Leviathor.
The Empire burns down the Rainforests
"We call it Braze," Lando explained. "Short for brown haze. It's air pollution. And it's becoming a serious problem here in Cloud City."
Weapons manufacturing creates oozing toxic waste.
"It's because of the Lactils. They've got so many of those smelly milk-producing creatures on this planet, the situation is now totally out of control." Han checked his Navicomputer to figure out the best angle for the Millennium Falcon's approach. "It may be good for Chad, from a business point of view, that they're now the dairy capital of the galaxy, but no one ever stopped to consider that Lactils exhale enormous quantities of methane gas. And too much methane is bad news for the upper atmosphere."
JEDI PRINCE KEN
EWOKS
Caravan of Courage

Jermitt, Catrine, Mace, and Cindel

Mace: It's so big!

Mace to his sister: Let's spend the night here.

Narrator: And off they went, to find the big tree with the fluids.

Mace: The stick! The stick! Remember?

Mace: You're big, you're strong, you're worthy, you're my friend.

Mace: I won't take it, no!

Mace: You've got some power left! Just a little!

Mace: I do not want to get in there. (About a horse's butt)
Ewoks Wear Hats but no Pants.
Mount Sorrow

“Be GONE!”
- Mount Sorrow
Mount Sorrow

Despite being a mountain, Sorrow was in a constant state of depression, be it either stern or sad.

He had excessively high standards, granting the benefit of his powers only to those deemed "worthy."

He also had no qualms about sending children to their death, which he demonstrated by attempting to murder Wicket W. Warrick and Princess Kneesaa a Jari Kintaka.

--Wookieepedia
Mount Sorrow

WHY DO YOU SEEK MY TEARS?
Mount Sorrow

BE GONE!

TEEBO! HELP!

THE MOUNTAIN IS TRYING TO DESTROY MY FRIENDS!
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